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This note contains two different
problems. In §1,§ 2 we, shall give some
results similar as the one which were
obtained by Kac and Stθinhaus.O The de- '
finitions used here of asymptotic dis- - so that it suffices zo show that
tributtons are different from them, and ^
the hypothesis in the theorem are less
restrictive* In § 3 , we are concerned
with some limit theorems.
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e
 Let xct) be a measure

able function of ja real variable f tak-
ing values in RΛ
For every y > ό « we define

exists, uniformly in ι̂ ι ί: C
Since 9>

τ
 ~» Φ , for arbitrarily small

t> o , we can choose x
o
 and T

o
 which

satisfy following conditions:
i) -Xo Xo

 a r θ
 continuity points of f .

11) { i~-^

Then we have

<ε for all τ > T
o

an arbitrary Borel set in RΛ «,
Then 9

τ
£ε; is jι_ distribution function

for every fixed T
If the distribution function 9

T
 tends

to a distribution function g>O forτ^^ ,
we say that xtt) has an asymptotic dis«>
trlbutlon- function 5P This definition
is due to Harteman and Wlntner
Now we shall prove the theorem*

Theorem JU .If x(t) has an asympto»
tic distribution function, then for any
continuous function ^-α) in RP-

 9
 fixfri)

has an asymptotic distribution function^
To prove the theorem we need a fol-

lowing lemma
Lerπma JL. i*. measurable function

has an- asymptotic distribution function
<f 9 iί and only

1
 if

1 u i < c for _any

Now, we can cnoose F&O
lutθly continuous in ί-

Then'

111
Similarily

which is'abao-
•Xc, Zo) such that

f o r -Kx> ̂ x ̂  z-o

£.

j

exists, uniformly
c> o

This lemma ίti known
β
C
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Proof of Theorem. For simplicity,
we restrict ourselves for the case where
xct> is a real function* We write

Therefore we have

d<f(x)\<Lm

J.
But the integration by parts shows that

By ϊwexmna 1, i t i s suff ic ient to prove
that

for ©veryβxists, uniformly in
c > o - Obvioualy

1 j



Since ?-/*) tends to <¥&-) boundedly,

there exists a T, such that the last
term* is less than ε for τ?T, and
thus we get

for any positive integers u, I.
This is known.(^
Lemma 3_. .Under the hypothesis

Lemma 2j

Hence it results:

J J ^ e ^ ' ^ i f y <*)-<ϊi*>l\<!>l,(T»»*κlτ
o
.τ))

which proves our theorem.

Definition 2_. Lei Xift, *&) fcfi.
measurable, real valued functions in

(
_oo, ooj . if these functions satisfy
the following conditions, they are called
to b~statisτίcalΓy independent.

il A vector function t y )
has an asymptotic distribution functlon

P

(so that each of xtί-) and ytO have
asymptotic distribution functions«)

iϊl Let &=(α», k|,' a

ill R
x
 » and α ^ t ^ Λ J , α t *,

 r
;

be intervals in fζ.
1

Whenever Q..Q'
Γ
 n* are continuity inter-

vals of distribution functions φ, φ', φ*-
respectively, φ, φ

1
, φ* being asympto-

tic distribution functions of zίfyxitxy*)
respectively, it holds

)
be an Interval

-T =: j^

are statistically independent.
This is readily derived from Lemma

2, that is

-Ύ

Lemma 4 Let χ ^ ( ^ J^ίh be sta-
t i s t ica l ly independent and be bounded.

Ϊ 4

We shall prove following result
which is, in some sense, a generalization
of the result of Kac and Steinhaus

Theorem 2
O
 Let xL*-) and %vt) be

statistically independent and both boun-
ded, that is, there existsQconstant M ,
such that

for —o

If ft»v?̂  ̂ fx) are real and continuous in
the interval l-M, H3 , then -ffχct > |
are also statistically independent»

to prove the theorem, we.shall state
a number of lemmas.

Lemma 2. If xit) and ̂ ίt) are boun-
ded real measurable functlons

t
 then in

order that χ(<r)/3rt) are statistically
independent, It la necessarHy and suf-
ficient that

uniformly in €-00,00; f then xtt), .
are alao statistically Independent.

By uniform convergence, τ/e can prove
easily the validity of conditions of
Lemma 1.

Proof of Theorem 2. If we choose
polynomials sequence { i*M\ , 1 %»<*>}
such that *„ ex)-* f'*;• Jnfv-^fr'V holds
uniformly in l~M.M} then f*(xtίι) —ϊfίxit)),

%n Lyh) — > f#f*y/ uniformly
in ί-oooβ) By Lemma 3, -fn f *<&>
$*<%(*>)

 a r e
 statistically indepen-

dent, and hence by Lemma 4,
iίx^)

f
 ϊf-Htf)) are statistically indepen-

dent.

i 3 .
Definition 3 . Let

be measurable in (~oo,oo)
w O and

, and le t

for every poaltive t „
If for every positive 6 ,

Q~^+ootyι*»-**i)=o, then we say after A.
Wintner that the sequence /-**[ is con-
vergent in relative measure to K and we
write X n h U .

Definition- _4̂  If. the function x^rt)
and xifr) have asymptotic distribution
functions <?* and c$> respectively, and
IΓ^Prt^^ BX the continuity points of
tίl§ latter function then after A. ffint-
1β§r, the sequence ί x ̂  \ is_ said to con-



verge £0. K in distribution! and we write

n

Theorem 3. If x*?-*}*., y* ί-*} 3 ,
and ***, 3^ are statistically independe-
nt » then x, π are statistically Indepen-
dent:

To prove the theorem, we use the
following lemma.

Since

we have

Similar!ly we have

* I 2.

, -a -3 <. - Σ J

Therefore we have

That is
1
 2.

which proves

D.(Uh+^-x-'M I) -o for every εyo

The proof of Theorem 3 From a
theorem of Hartman, van Kaxαnen and A«
WintnβrίV for any real constants u

(
, Ά

Z

the function u
t
x^ib) Ί-u

a
^
n
(tj has th©

asymptotic distribution function F^»α-
K
 ,

where F*
;
 c

τ
^ are asymptotic distribution

functions of */<*«:; ,
 u
rtjι»c*> res-

pβctivβly
f
 and Fv,*- c

rn>
 signifies the

convolution of F
n
 and Cr

κ

By the above lemma

So from another known theorem(*J 3
4-u*y(f ; has an asymptotic distribution
function and

But from our hypothesis, Fvi~̂
where P and Or are asymptotic distri-
bution functions of " art) * rt
respectively. So we have F

κ

Thus F>6- is an asymptotic distribution
function of u,xc*; + u

2
*jίf;

 f
 which proves

from the theorem of Hartman, van Kampen
and A. Wintnerί^that xci) andj<O ara
statistically independent.

Theorem 4. If i* \~>ϊ o , y* ί--Π y
Have asymptotic distribution

, then x*,+
and χ^+v Have a
functions for every

Proof* We have

and so

from which by letting T-*oo we have

where ψ
x
 denotes the asymptotic dis-

tribution function of xt4;
 β

 Thus we
have, by the assumptions

That is

Since ε^o is arbitrary, if <* ±
a
 the

continuous point of fy , we have

On the other hand, since



by the same argument as above, we have

Combining this with above result, we get

This completes the proof,
-Theorem JL If

 xί
i; has the unit

asymptotic distribution function and i<t)
has an asymptotic diatrlbutlόϊΓfungtimi
.ftf *

 the
ft xrt)+y<O has also an asympto-

tic dlstriPution function φ* .

Proof By the same way as in the
f
 of Theorem 4, we have

™ϊ£? ? /
 is a r b i t

rary, if «c is &
continuity point of f

y
 , then we have

£5 ̂

that i s

or

ί-τ*uτ,

Analogously we have

That is

Thia completes the proof.
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A NOTE ON GENERATORS OF COMPACT
LIE GROUPS
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fl
#
 Auerbach has obtained the fol-

lowing theorem Cli 5
THEOREM: Let ft be a (connected)

compact H e group
9
 and for any integer!,

let

^ when
£
 when

is odd,
iβ even }

Then there exist Jt and ϊ such that

Here arises a questions __Xa there
any integer -ft. such that Q «MCχXT) *
The affirmative answer for thiβ question
can easily be obtained*, Let KQ") be
the minimum of such 4 The next pro-
blem, to determine K Φ for each compact
Lie group, is not yet solved for the
writers, but it can be seen

.ff€r) > dM*C«Λ*^G)

where rankCQ jf Is the dimension of a
maximal abelian subgroup of Q~ •

This note will contain iche proofs
of these two propositions

β

For any element x of Q , let T(x)
be the abelian closed subgroup of Q-
generated by x , and put

(1) f
when i is odd and

(2) HO,3) * W H

Then it is clear that

Xf Q s M ( M ) and If Tu) and
TOO are connected, we shall say thatx
and # constitute a pair of generators
of ή- « The <&xistance of such x and tf
*is proved In Clio

(1) When Q Is simply connected?
Take a pair of generators x? 3 of Q »
Then HC^f^) is an arc»v;isθ connected
subgroup of Q and everywhere dense in
ή. It follows from these that K(*4)
a,, Q. {for the proof see [2] )
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